
Reindeer Decoration

Step By Step Instructions

4. Tie off at the end the gold cord to make your hanging loop (cut off any excess).

5. Glitter the ball: brush on some glue on bottom of ball and dip into glitter.

6. Stick the skewer into the middle of glittered part. Using skewer as a handle to 
make your glittering a tidier experience, brush glue onto rest of ball then dip into 
glitter until evenly covered. Set aside to dry.

7. The skewered end is now the top of your reindeer. 

8. When the ball is dry, stick on eyes (use a little hot glue to fasten eyes to glitter).

You Will Need 

• 1 Decofoam Ball  Item: 49059 

• 1 Tube Orange Glitter   Item: 88539

• 2 x 12mm Black Chenille Sticks  Item: 48968 

• 1 x 13mm Red Pom-Pom  Item: 49236

• 2 x 10mm Joggle Eyes  Item: 49023

• 20cm Piece Gold Cord  Item: 47269 

• Pair Of Craft Scissors  Item: 15009

• PVA Glue   Item: 50017 

• Glue Gun  Item: 48484

• Glue Sticks  Item: 48394

• Food Skewer

• Paint Brush
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1. Put glitter into a bowl big enough to take your 
Decofoam ball.

2. Pour some PVA glue into a saucer.

3. Cut out antlers - cut your 2 chenille sticks in half (set 
aside 2 halves as your main stem),  now cut the other 
two halves (1 piece being 1 third making the top 
smaller antler / other piece 2 thirds - making the lower 
bigger part of the antler).

9. Using hot glue, stick on a red pom-pom nose.

10. Pull out the skewer. Push a plain silver sewing pin through the knot and 
push this into the hole where the skewer had been at the top of the ball. 

11. Antlers can now be assembled. Once made, the wire in chenille sticks 
can be pushed into the ball to anchor the antlers to the head.

12. To make antlers just twist the small 1/3 piece around the main stem and 
do the same with the longer 2/3 piece lower down. Space the main stem 
into quarters to place each piece and the bottom quarter sticks into the 
ball. Then curve them up a little to look more like an antler.
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